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By far, the most popular book in the Sarah Titus collection, with 4,300 copies sold worldwide within

its first month of release, this book answers a question that is on everyone's mind...Just how exactly

DOES a blogger make money...It's a fantastic question! Let me count the ways!There are actually a

TON of ways in which a blogger can make money. Some are widely known about and some are

less known. You can literally make blogging in any way that works. But what exactly DOES work

and what doesn't?If you're a new blogger, this book is your ticket to getting that question answered,

just how DOES a blogger make money, as well as tips and tricks of how to know if a particular idea

is right for you and your blog! Because let's face it, what's right for one person, isn't always right for

the next. I HATE sponsored posts and rarely EVER do them (like 0.5% of the time), but that doesn't

mean they are wrong for someone else. It just means they don't fit my goals and overall brand.If

you're struggling to define your brand, know what your goals are, and figure out just how to make

money blogging, this book is perfect for you!
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What can I say other than I really liked this ebook! For anyone that is new to blogging and wants to



start monetizing it, this book is the perfect fit. The first two chapters help you to set up your

boundaries and be firm on the companies you will sponsor on your blog. Sarah then shares with you

when the best time to incorporate ads to your website, how many you should have, and who you

should be advertising. In the final chapters, she discusses creating your own ebooks or products,

working with affiliates (and the ones she personally uses), sponsored posts, and other forms of

income generation.

This is the third Sarah Titus book in my library and it is as good as the first two. This book delivers

exactly what the blurb promises, Titus offers her readers sound advice for making money from their

blogs, without compromising the integrity of themselves or their brand. This advice includes creating

immutable boundaries for yourself and your blog. The relationship between, authenticity, credibility

and sales, the pros and cons of sponsored posts, what and how much to advertise, quality control,

ease of site use, strategies for selling your own products and advice on avoiding marketing scams.

It also has good links to side topics and a useful affliates list. Best of all the book is delivered in

Sarah Titus's plain speaking shoot from the hip style. Titus walks her talk. These aren't theories she

is writing about here, these are the method's Titus uses herself, the examples are all from the

accomplishments and mistakes she has made running her own successful money making blog. The

other great thing about Titus's writing is how much she packs into a small package. I loved being

able to read it in one hit, so I can get on and implement these strategies into our own business. And

I love her clear writing style, because I get it first time, no need to re read, and look up blogger

speak. I highly recommend this to anyone who like me, wants to monetize their blog but doesn't

want to sell out.

Sarah never disappoints! I have been following her blog for several months now and have yet to

dislike anything she has ever written. And I am not easy to please either! I never knew I could trust

someone that I had never met before, but after she has been consistently helpful and honest I am a

devout reader. This eBook was full of great information for new and even more established

bloggers. I already knew about many, not all, of the different ways to make money from blogging but

I didnâ€™t really understand them very well before. Sarah really explains the different ways and I

love how she talks about what has worked and has not worked for her. I have done plenty of

research on blogging all over the Internet and many people either just give the same old advice or

charge an arm and a leg to help you. I can honestly say that I learned a lot of new information from

this eBook. Itâ€™s so exciting that she is going to start writing a new eBook about blogging every



month! I will definitely be purchasing them all!

Sarah Titus has done it again! This is the fourth blogging book of Sarah's that I have. This ebook will

help you decide how to make money with YOUR blog! Unlike other bloggers who just tell you what

worked for them, Sarah gives you options to consider for your own personal journey. And she does

it in such a way that you are going to think about your long-term goals, your morals, and what you

want the overall reader perception of you to be. If you are blogger, there are pieces of GOLD in this

ebook for you! Grab your copy today so you don't miss out!

I have read multiple Sarah Titus ebooks, and this is the best one yet. She writes in a

straightforward, concise manner, and recognizes that there is no one-fits-all path for everyone. She

encourages each individual blogger to dig deep and ask hard questions of themselves, with long

term goals in mind. Titus has unique marketing and sales strategies, which she spells out and

explains how she's implemented. The ebook is easy to understand and full of valuable information

on the best way for you to make money from your blog. Her knowledge comes from first hand

experience, and her blog is living proof that her ideas work. Brand new or veteran bloggers will

greatly benefit from this ebook.

Sarah Titus is by far the most honest blogger in the bloggersphere. If you're looking for a

glossed-over selection of money-making tips with no substance, then this book isn't for you. If,

however, you're willing to work hard to do the right thing, maintain your morals, AND make money

blogging, then this book is a game-changer. I love how Sarah teaches us that being profitable as a

blogger doesn't have to mean selling your soul in the process. What an encouraging, empowering

read!Disclaimer: I received a copy of this title for free in exchange for my honest review. This is no

way affects the nature of my review. Here's my honest, unbiased opinion...Sarah rocks it!

This is my second Sarah Titus book and let me tell you, she does not disappoint! She gives you the

good and the bad of the most common ways to make money from your blog. She helps you

determine which is the best for YOUR site, not just a sweeping generalization about everyone. I can

feel her enthusiasm and truly believes she wants to help others gain the type of success she has

worked so hard for.
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